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Do - or learn to do - something
you’ve always wanted to do.
Meditate, bake, play the piano, paint,
learn a language, write the great
American novel, sew a quilt, build a
bookcase. If you need resources, the
internet can connect you to virtually
anything.
Help someone. Giving kindness to
others is always good for the soul.
You can connect with neighbors
through our neighborhood
Facebook page, Highland Park
Helping Hands (coronavirus response),
and on the COVID 19 resources
tab on our website, HPCCPgh.org,
there’s a list of organizations across
the city that could use your help.

Hello Neighbors!
Welcome to perhaps the most unusual spring
anyone of us can remember. The signs of renewal
and rebirth are everywhere, from the budding
trees to the blooming flowers and newly planted
gardens. Longer, warmer days call us to end our
hibernation and go outside to enjoy the sunshine.
But the chill of coronavirus is in the air - well, the
chill may be figurative, but the impacts are real.
At the time of this writing, we’re hopeful that
summer will bring at least a temporary relaxation
to social distancing requirements, but the
uncertainty can add to the unease many of us
are already feeling.

Reach out. Your friends, family, and
neighbors are there for you. You
can also call Resolve Crisis Services
(888-796-8226) which offers 24hour crisis counseling, support and
referral services. There’s no reason
to suffer alone.

Unfortunately the HPCC cannot hold the Spring
Fling, Yard Sale, or Bryant Street Festival in May
and June as originally planned this year. If large
gatherings appear safe again in late summer and
early fall, we will try to host similar events - a Fall
Fling & Festival, perhaps? In the meantime, we will
continue to look for ways to connect neighbors
safely. During May we’ll host our first ever
Sidewalk Chalk-a-Palooza: watch for details!

Neighborhood COVID 19 Resources

•
•

In the meantime, if things are weighing heavily on
you, there are many ways to break the stress:
Have coffee or happy hour with
your friends and neighbors. Take
advantage of our big porches &
wide sidewalks - 6 feet is still close
enough for conversation!

HPCC Facebook page, Highland Park Helping
Hands (coronavirus response) - Connects
those in need with those who can help.
HPCC website, HPCCPgh.org, COVID 19 tab
- Information and links on social distancing
& things to do; health information; state and
local news, including updates on elections,
taxes, and services; resources for those in
need; resources for parents; avoiding COVID
scams; and ways to help.

Fairy tales are more than true: not because
“
they tell us that dragons exist, but because
they tell us that dragons can be beaten. ”
- Neil Gaiman, Coraline

Enjoy the sunshine. Walk, bike, hike,
garden! The great outdoors is still
yours and still free - just be mindful
of keeping space between yourself
and others who have the same idea.

Warm regards. Off to slay some dragons Stephanie Walsh
President, Highland Park Community Council
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HPCC April Meeting Minutes
Shadyside. The proposal includes traffic calming
measures such as traffic circles to make it safer to
walk, ride bikes, and for kids to play. There should
be minimal impact on parking and bike lanes will
not be added. In the upcoming weeks, temporary
roundabouts will be installed at various N. Euclid
intersections as a way to test their efficacy
and their impact on the neighborhood. We will
host DOMI again in a few months so that the
community can provide feedback. You can read
more about the project in this newsletter.

Thank you so much to the 40+ people who
attended our first-ever Zoom Community
Meeting! We got an update from Zone 5’s
Commander Vinansky, and heard about proposed
street improvements on N. Euclid from the City
Department of Mobility & Infrastructure and
Healthy Rides.
The city is proposing making N. Euclid from
Bunker Hill to Station Street a “Neighborway” to
better connect Highland Park to East Liberty and

THE PRIMARIES
The primary elections in Pennsylvania have been
rescheduled and are now planned for June 2. The
last day to register to vote with a political party is
May 18. PA law now allows all voters to request a
mail-in ballot.
For information on registering or requesting
a mail-in ballot, visit www.pavoterservices.
pa.gov, or call 1.877.VOTESPA (1.877.868.3772).
It is possible that voting locations may be
consolidated due to building closures. The HPCC
will post information on its website and the
ListServ as we know more.
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Covid 19: How to Protect
Yourself
and
Others
How to Protect Yourself and Others
Know how it spreads
• There is currently no vaccine to prevent coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).
• The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed to this virus.
• The virus is thought to spread mainly from person-to-person.
» Between people who are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet).
» Through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes
or talks.
» These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or
possibly be inhaled into the lungs.
» Some recent studies have suggested that COVID-19 may be spread by people who
are not showing symptoms.

Everyone should
Clean your hands often
• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds especially after
you have been in a public place, or after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
• If soap and water are not readily available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and rub them together until
they feel dry.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands.

Avoid close contact
• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
• Stay at home as much as possible.
• Put distance between yourself and other people.
» Remember that some people without symptoms may be able to spread virus.
» This is especially important for people who are at higher risk of getting
very sick. www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/peopleat-higher-risk.html
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Avoiding COVID 19

The best and worst of people come out in times
of crisis. Despite the numerous acts of kindness
and compassion we’ve seen in our community,
there are also unscrupulous people trying to
take advantage of the uncertainty and fear
around COVID 19. Some examples of COVID 19
scams include:

Scammers posing
as national and global health authorities, including
the World Health Organization (WHO) and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
are sending phishing emails designed to trick
recipients into downloading malware or providing
personal identifying and financial information.

Scammers
are offering to sell fake cures, vaccines, and
advice on unproven treatments for COVID 19.

Scammers are also creating
and manipulating mobile apps designed to track
the spread of COVID 19 to insert malware that will
compromise users’ devices and personal information.

Scammers are
creating fake shops, websites, social media
accounts, and email addresses claiming to sell
medical supplies currently in high demand, such
as surgical masks. When consumers attempt
to purchase supplies through these channels,
fraudsters pocket the money and never provide
the promised supplies.

Scammers
are offering online promotions on various
platforms, including social media, claiming
that the products or services of publicly traded
companies can prevent, detect, or cure COVID
19, and that the stock of these companies will
dramatically increase in value as a result. These
promotions are often styled as “research reports,”
make predictions of a specific “target price,” and
relate to microcap stocks, or low-priced stocks
issued by the smallest of companies with limited
publicly available information.

Scammers are
also contacting people by phone and email,
pretending to be doctors and hospitals that have
treated a friend or relative for COVID 19, and
demanding payment for that treatment.

The above information is from the US Attorney’s Office
Western PA COVID website. There is more info there on
avoiding scams. To report fraud, email their COVID 19 Fraud
Coordinator, Senior Litigation Counsel Shaun Sweeney at
USAPAW.COVID19@usdoj.gov or call 1-888-C19-WDPA.

Scammers are
soliciting donations for individuals, groups, and
areas affected by COVID 19.
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DOMI Changes
Coming to
Highland Park

The primary feature of DOMI’s proposal for
the North Euclid Neighborway is a series of
neighborhood traffic circles, which help it to
better connect Highland Park to Morningside
and East Liberty. The route will also include
wayfinding signage, bump outs and other traffic
calming measures, where appropriate. DOMI is
planning to pilot some elements of this project
with temporary materials for one month prior
to permanent installation, and they will be
accepting comments.

The Department of Mobility and Infrastructure
(DOMI), in an effort to provide low-stress
connectivity through Highland Park and East
Liberty, is creating a Neighborway on N. Euclid
Avenue from Bunkerhill Street to Station Street.
A Neighborway is the newest type of street in
Pittsburgh. It’s a street, or series of connected
streets, where motor vehicle speeds and volumes
are kept low by using a variety of traffic-calming
techniques. The idea is to make it more comfortable
for existing residents, while also making it safer to
walk, ride a bike, and for kids to play.

2SVXL )YGPMH %ZIRYI 2IMK

You can find more information on the
“North Euclid Neighborway” project here:
pittsburghpa.gov/domi/current-projects

Project E

: Neighborway Route
: Existing Bike Facilities
:Upcoming Bike Facility
: Neighborhood Boundary
: Signalized Intersection
: Neighborhood Traffic Circle
:2020/2021 URA Construction Project

Neighborways are typically located on low-volume
residential streets to discourage drivers from
using the street as a cut-through and assure that
local traffic travels at safe speeds. As the streets
are traffic calmed, and do not include dedicated
space (like bike lanes) for bicyclists, the impact on
parking or the existing street layout is minimal.
The City’s first Neighborway is located in the
South Side, on a series of streets that parallel E.
Carson Street (www.bikepgh.org/2020/03/16/cityintroduces-new-neighborways-street-type-in-thesouth-side). It includes speed humps and a shared
bike/pedestrian ramp under the Birmingham
Bridge. However, each Neighborway is unique and
responds to specific traffic conditions.
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COVID 19 - LEVELBy Sabrina Culyba, sabrina@recyclethispgh.com

#1 - NO BAG, JUST THE BIN
While technically the city is still accepting recyclables in blue bags, the best
way to put out your curbside recyclables is to place items loose in a blue
bin with a lid. The blue bags do not get recycled at the recycling facility.
They slow down the processing of sorting recyclables and they can even
get caught in the sorting machinery, so skip the bag if you have a bin. You
can buy a 32 gallon recycling bin with a lid at Home Depot in East Liberty
for $18. (The lid is important to keep out the rainwater if you set your
recycling out the night before.)
If you’ve got blue bags from Giant Eagle, don’t use them to bag up your
curbside recycling. Instead reuse them as small trash bags or take them
back to Giant Eagle for recycling.

#2 - FLATTEN THE CARDBOARD
Cardboard boxes should be flattened and set out in a recycling bin
or inside a single unflattened box. The goal is for the boxes to be
easy and quick for recycling workers to be able to pick up and put in
the truck. If you stack unflattened or even flattened boxes loose on
the sidewalk, chances are they’ll be blown around your street. Also,
flattening your boxes helps ensure they are empty of recycling
contaminates. Since boxes can be large, even when flattened, they
may not fit inside your recycling bin with your other recyclables. In
this case, you can keep one of your largest boxes unflattened and
place the other flattened boxes inside this single box.
One important note - don’t include whole pizza boxes, flattened
or otherwise. Pizza boxes are often soaked through with grease,
and this is a contaminate for our paper recyclables. If you’re willing
to take the time to cut off the portions of the pizza box with
no grease spots, you can include those in with the rest of your
cardboard boxes. Throw the greasy parts away with your trash.
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VEL-UP YOUR CURBSIDE RECYCLING
#3 - RINSE AWAY FOOD
Always rinse food off rigid items like bottles, jars, jugs, and cans.
If you are wondering how thoroughly you should clean them, the
answer is to clean your items as you’d like them to be if you were the
one picking them up on recycling day. (You would probably not want
to deal with sticky or moldy remnants of food, right?) Keep in mind
that our recyclables go to a processing facility to be sorted and bailed
for resale and they may sit in this facility for days or more while being
processed so you should avoid contributing food remnants that
might attract bugs or rodents, or just generally smell terrible.

#4 - AVOID COMMON WISHCYCLE ITEMS
“Wishcycling” is putting something into recycling that feels like it should be
recycled but actually is not accepted by our recycling program. Some of the
top wishcycle items that show up in Pittsburgh curbside recycling are: plastic
clamshells (like berry or salad containers), cartons (like milk, juice, soup
containers), all take-out containers (none are accepted curbside), and plastic
tubs (like yogurt or salsa containers). Scan your recycling bin and make
sure that you aren’t including any of these items.
When in doubt, throw it out!

Let’s make Highland Park the best
curbside recyclers in the city - Skip the
bags, flatten the cardboard, rinse away
food, and don’t wishcycle!

BONUS - TO SEPARATE
OR NOT TO SEPARATE
There’s no need to separate your paper, plastic, metal, and
glass when setting out for city curbside recycling because all
recyclables are dumped into a single truck where it’s all mixed
up anyway.
However, if you’d like to help your recyclables be more valuable
to our city (and more likely to actually be recycled) consider if
you’d be willing to collect your paper and glass separately, and
then drop them off at the city’s separated recycling dumpsters
at Construction Junction. The city has been piloting dedicated
pickups for the green glass-only dumpster as well as the paper
dumpsters at this location. As of the writing of this article, this
dropoff location is closed while we all shelter-at-home but if
you have the space to save your glass and paper items for now,
you can drop off when the social distancing period has ended.

Recycle This is a column to share
useful and practical info on
recycling and other sustainable
living practices here in Highland
Park. Have something you want to
share or a question you’d like to ask?
Send to sabrina@recyclethispgh.com.
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Support Local
Highland Park
Restaurants

Joseph Tambellini Restaurant

(Italian) • 5701 Bryant St.
@josephtambellinirestaurant (Facebook, Instagram)
www.josephtambellini.com • 412-665-9000

LaScola’s Italian Ice & Custard

1218 N. Euclid Ave.
@lascolaspgh (Facebook) • lascolas_pgh (Instagram)
@LaScolas_Ice (Twitter)
lascolaspgh.com • 724-766-1515

During this difficult time, safely acquiring food
to feed our families has become increasingly
challenging. Highland Park is fortunate to
have multiple businesses that provide takeout,
delivery, and “contact-free” food options for
our convenience. During better times, our
restaurants contribute to the neighborhood’s
vibrancy and quality of life. It is critical that we
support them during these times as they struggle
to stay viable.

Smiling Banana Leaf

(Thai) • 5901 Bryant St.
smilingbananaleaf.com • 412-362-3200

Teppanyaki Kyoto Restaurant

(Japanese) • 5808 Bryant St.
@teppanyakikyoto (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)
teppanyakikyoto.com • 412- 441-1610

Below is a list of restaurants open at the time
of publication. Many of them have created
new menus, price-points, and options to meet
the carryout climate. Neighbors can “like” and
follow their individual social media pages, visit
their websites, and call to stay up to date on
information relating to menus, delivery and
pick-up options, and hours of operation. Taking
it a step further, you can promote them on your
social media, write online reviews, and purchase
gift cards for future use.

Bryant Street Market

(Groceries, Household Products, Deli) • 5901 Bryant St.
M-F 6:30 am - 8 pm • Sat 8 am - 8 pm • Sun 8 am - 7 pm
412-661-8720
Owner Rob Collins is very appreciative of the
neighborhood’s support. The market is currently
very busy but understaffed. While unable to
offer delivery service, they can do curbside pick-up
if you call ahead.

Applewood Smoke Burger
Company (Burgers)

5721 Bryant St. (Inside Park Place Pub)
@Applewoodsmokeburgercompany (Facebook)
(412) 522-4592

Please note that Park Bruges and Tazza
D’oro are temporarily closed. Gift cards
for Park Bruges can be purchased at
www.toasttab.com/point-brugge-cafe/
giftcards. Residents can support Tazza
D’oro by contributing to their Go Fund Me
page at www.gofundme.com/f/tazzadoro-covid-19-relief-fund-smb?utm_
source=customer&utm_medium=copy_
link-tip&utm_campaign=p_
cp+share-sheet.

Casa Brasil

(Brazilian) • 904 Bryant St.
@casabrasilpgh (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)
casa-brasil.com • 412-404-7573

Food Glorious Food
(Bakery) • 5906 Bryant St.
@foodgloriousfoodPGH
(Facebook, Instagram)
foodgloriousfoodpgh.com
412-363-5330

Highland Park: Let’s
stay home, stay healthy,
stay fed, and help our
restaurants and market
stay open with our support!
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The Secret Gardens
of Highland Park
By the Highland Park Garden Club

THIS EVENT HAS BEEN CANCELLED

advance through Eventbrite and $20 on the day
of the tour. Registration and the Tour Map will be
provided at the North Highland Avenue Entrance to
Highland Park.

n a beautiful stroll through our
Highland Park neighborhood, have you
ever wondered what’s behind that wooden
fence? Where does that
little flower lined path
lead? Did you hear the
sounds of a burbling
pond? Have you seen a
display of flowers you
wish you knew the names
of? How can they plant
that many vegetables in
such a tiny yard? What is
a “She-shed”?

The Highland Park Entrance
Gardens and Fountain will
be the first stop on the
self-guided tour of these 11
beautiful and unique Secret
Gardens. Our neighborhood
is walkable, but if you wish
to drive, we have clustered
the gardens to allow you to
easily drive to convenient
stops and see a few gardens
at a time.

On Sunday, July 12, 2020
from Noon until 4:00 p.m.,
the Highland Park Garden
Club will provide a map to
find some of these Secret
Gardens. The Garden Club,
in cooperation with the
Highland Park Community
Council is hosting a selfguided tour of 11 gardens
in Highland Park. The cost
of the tour will be $15 in

The last Garden on the tour
is the original LockMaster’s
house and gardens on the
Allegheny River.
Please look for event
updates on the
HPCC ListServ and
Facebook page.
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noticed (and bemoaned) the lack of closet space.
That’s because, up until the beginning of the 20th
century, most clothing and related items were kept
in stand-alone furniture. “It used to be that almost
everything was [kept] in armoires,” Lloyd Alter,
a former architect and design historian who now
teaches sustainable design at Ryerson School of
Interior Design, tells Clever. “When you look at the
plans from the turn of the century, the closets are
tiny, tiny, tiny—if they exist at all.” The switch to
closets was to make rooms easier to clean. Bulky
furniture items like armoires were difficult to move
and therefore collected dust, which was thought to
pass along germs. By the mid-1920s, Le Corbusier
was writing about the importance of minimalism,
cleanliness, and hygiene in home design, advocating
for built-ins throughout the house, which eventually
became the norm.

How Previous Epidemics
Impacted Home Design

White Kitchen Tiles and Linoleum

Ever wonder how subway tile got so popular?
By Elizabeth Yuko, Architectural Digest, 2020

Turn on any HGTV home makeover show and there’s
a good chance their kitchen renovation involves
scraping off peeling wallpaper or a hideous paint job
and replacing it with white subway tiles. And why
not? They’re classic, shiny, and easy-to-clean. They
may even make you feel as though your kitchen is
a more hygienic place to prepare food, and that’s
exactly the idea. In the late 19th century, as people
were beginning to understand how infectious
diseases spread, public buildings—hospitals in
particular—installed white tiles so workers could
immediately spot any dirt or grime, and easily wipe
it clean. Childs Restaurant, an early American chain,
adopted white subway tiles to conjure the sterile
environment of a hospital and make people feel safe
eating there at a time when foodborne diseases like
typhoid, botulism, and trichinosis were a major public
health concern. Along with tiles, linoleum replaced
hardwood floors and oilcloth as the sanitary flooring
of choice, also thanks to being easy to clean.

If you’re doing your part and social distancing
from inside your home, you may start to notice
small details of your house or apartment you
hadn’t thought about before—like why your
older home doesn’t have a closet, or how white
subway tile became so ubiquitous. You may also
be wondering if there’s anything you can do—
aside from the usual cleaning and disinfecting
process—to help keep your home as virus-free
as possible during the coronavirus outbreak.
Whether you realize it or not, a number of the
design features in our homes today originated, or
were popularized, because of previous infectious
disease outbreaks, like the 1918 flu pandemic,
tuberculosis, and dysentery. There is a very long,
very interesting history of the intersection of health,
architecture, and design going back to ancient times,
but we’re going to skip ahead to the late 19th and
early 20th centuries to focus on architectural and
design features you could potentially find in your
home today. Here are a few examples of home
design elements tied to attempts to prevent or
slow the spread of infectious disease.

Sleeping Porches
If you’ve ever noticed a strange room protruding
from the second floor of a Victorian house that
doesn’t seem like it quite fits with the rest of the
home, it’s likely a sleeping porch. Though porches
themselves have been around for a long time, and
have been used as a place to sleep while escaping
the summer heat, sleeping porches became popular
during the tuberculosis epidemic of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. In a time before antibiotics,
sunlight and fresh air were the best-known “cures”
for the deadly disease. A small mountain town in

Closets
Though household closets have been around in
some form for centuries, what we think of as the
place where we store our clothes is a more recent
innovation. In fact, when visiting (or living in) older
American homes or apartments, you’ve probably
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upstate New York called Saranac Lake drew health-seekers
from all over the country who came to take the “fresh
air cure” in one of the village’s many sanatoria and “cure
cottages.” These cure cottages contained “cure porches”
where those with tuberculosis could rest outdoors.
According to Mary Hotaling, the architectural historian
for Historic Saranac Lake, the difference between cure
porches and sleeping porches is that sleeping porches
were typically added onto the second or third floor of
a house that was already built, while cure porches were
an integral part of the design of cure cottages from the
beginning. People with tuberculosis also flocked to the
American Southwest—Tucson in particular. “One thing
that we have as a result of tuberculosis is the ‘Arizona
room,’ which was basically a sleeping porch,” Jennifer
Levstik, an architectural historian and consultant with
Logan Simpson, tells Clever. “They are basically porches
that are screened in and usually on the back of the house—
and that’s something that was part of treating the illness.”

Powder Rooms
Powder rooms—or half baths on the ground floor of a
house near the front door—are also the result of the
attempt to prevent the spread of infectious diseases in the
early 20th century. Those were the days of having daily coal
and ice deliveries: “There was no Amazon guy dropping it
off at the door and taking a picture of it for you,” Dr. Kelly
Wright, who teaches American history at the University
of Cincinnati and specializes in the historic use of color in
architecture, tells us. In other words, every day, at least one
delivery person would traipse inside your home after being
inside many other homes, including some where people may
have been sick with something contagious. “The iceman is
coming right into your kitchen, and if the iceman needs to
use the bathroom, you don’t want him using your family
bathroom. So the half bath made perfect sense for visitors
to the house.” And, as Alter points out, having an accessible
sink on the ground floor of homes made it more convenient
for people to wash their hands—which, as we’ve been
reminded of a lot recently, is crucial for health and hygiene.

An Update from
Duquesne Light
By Jennifer Neiswonger, Manager,
Customer Experience

Keeping customers connected to a
secure, reliable source of electricity
is Duquesne Light Company’s (DLC)
primary goal. A major part of that
commitment is ensuring that our
electrical infrastructure delivers power
safely and reliably to local homes
and businesses. DLC is performing
maintenance work to upgrade the
Highland Park neighborhood with a new
distribution circuit to support increased
electricity usage in this area. The project
extends from the Highland substation,
across Washington Boulevard and over
to and along Stanton Avenue. The
project is slated for completion on May
31, 2020. We appreciate your patience
as we complete this necessary work to
ensure reliability now and in the future.

At this point, it’s too early to tell what kind of home design
innovations will come from the COVID 19 outbreak, but
chances are good that features to help prevent or stop
the spread of infectious disease will be top of mind again.
Alter predicts the return of the vestibule—this time,
with a sink immediately as you enter. This would serve
as a distinct transition zone between the inside of the
home and the outside world, giving people who enter the
opportunity to take off dirty clothes and shoes and wash
their hands. If pandemics like the coronavirus become the
new normal, we may see the influence of the “sanitation
craze” in our home design again—especially if the sterility
could also provide some peace of mind.
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s things continue to evolve in the
aftermath of COVID 19, we at
St. Andrew’s remain committed
to helping our Highland Park
neighbors. We are here for you.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us or
check our website, standrewspgh.org, our
Facebook page and our outgoing phone
message for the very latest information.
Here are some interesting facts about
St. Andrew’s that you may not know. From
September through May we have two services
every Sunday morning. There is a service of Holy
Communion in our Chapel at 9:00 a.m. And at
11:00 a.m. we have a service of Holy Communion
or Morning Prayer in our Sanctuary. There is
nursery care available at both services. Our
highly regarded choir performs only at the
11:00 a.m. service. Godly Play is offered for
children ages 4 to 8 during the 11a.m. service.
We are developing a Youth group for students
in middle and high school. More details will be
forthcoming soon. In the summer we have a 10:00
a.m. service of Holy Communion in the Sanctuary.
We have one of the most dynamic music
programs in the county. Not only can you hear
our Choir during Sunday services but September
through May you can also here them at two
evensongs per month. The first Thursday at 8:00
you can join us for the evensong, a recital after
and then a reception. And the third Sunday, there
is an evensong at 4:30. Our Friends of Music
program is constantly striving to bring a variety
of musical programs to the Church.
Members of our congregation are involved
in many outreach initiatives. Some are long
standing partnerships with EECM, Off the Floor
Pittsburgh, and Treasure House Fashions to
name just a few. And some are more recent
like the African healing garden in Larimer,
Vincentian de Marillac in Stanton Heights and the
Neighborhood Academy. We invite you to get in
touch with us if you would like to learn more. Our
conference rooms and meeting halls are home to
several twelve-step programs and other groups
that meet regularly. And they are also available
to be rented for your special occasion.

AROUND
ST. ANDREW’S
By Becky Marinov

St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church
5801 Hampton Street, Highland Park, Pittsburgh

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us for
anything you may need. Call 412.661.1245 or
e-mail office@standrewspgh.org.

The Rev. Dr. Moni McIntyre, Bridge Priest
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HPCC Officers

HPCC Contacts

President
Stephanie Walsh

HPCC Email: HPCCPgh@gmail.com

Vice President
Karin Manovich

Mailing Address:
PO Box 5036
Pittsburgh, PA 15206

Website: hpccpgh.org

Treasurer
Howard Degenholtz
Secretary
Judy Beck

Finance Committee: Glen Schultz

HPCC Directors

Nominating Committee: Stephanie Walsh

Jim Blakley
Sabrina Culyba
Jim Holtzman
Mac Lynch
Betsy Rogerson
Justin Sandherr
Bob Staresinic
Chris Worley

Membership Committee: Chris Worley
Welcoming Committee: Todd Shirley
Zoning Committee: Jake Pawlak
Bryant Street Festival: Bob Staresinic
Newsletter: Monica Watt, editor@highlandpark.com
Reservoir of Jazz: Tonia Grubbs
Yard Sale: Jake Pawlak

Real Estate Services
6310 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
412-421-9120

Cell: 412-849-9983
lisasolomon@howardhanna.com

LISA SOLOMON &
JESSICA ALLEN

Cell: 412-337-4081
jessicaallen@howardhanna.com

WE GET HOMES SOLD!
2 HEADS ARE BETTER THAN 1
Contact Us....We Are Available
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HPCC
Members.
Neighbors.
Friends.
Find out what’s
happening in
Highland Park,
sign-up to become an
HPCC member/pay for
membership online,
check out prior issues
of the newsletters or
join the neighborhood
email ListServ at
www.HPCCPGH.org.
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